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Theory needs for SFPS and Disruption Mitigations Studies  
Using resistive 3-D MHD models, determine the conditions for generating flux-surface closure at 
the end of the injection time, as in the experiment.  (e.g. resistive effects, localized magnetic 
fluctuations). Obtain quantitative comparisons with experiment. 

Using 2-D and 3-D MHD models, determine scaling of electron heating and temperature, etc., with 
injection parameters and electron thermal transport and the resulting effect on plasma current, 
size, flux-surface closure, etc. 

Understand the requirements for current drive by neutral beams in a CHI or point source helicity 
injection generated target; determine conditions to successfully drive the current (e.g. is additional 
heating needed?), maximize plasma current, etc. 

Understand the scaling of CHI current generation with respect to the amount of injected poloidal 
flux, divertor flux shape and injector current to allow extrapolation of the process to large devices 

Develop a 3-D MHD model of point source helicity injection to understand the physics of current 
generation in NSTX-U under these very localized helicity injection conditions 

Through 2-D axis-symmetric or 3-D MHD models understand the relationship between electrode 
driven current and impurity generation 

Understand the penetration of a high-density gas jet through the energetic SOL region 

Blue- Work in progress or planned 
Red- Little or no work in progress 



TSC Simulations in Progress and Planned 

a)  Assess electron heating of 200kA, low Te plasma by ECH (injection frequency, deposition 
profile) 

b)  Assess electron heating, first by ECH and then by HHFW in a resistively decaying 500kA 
discharge with CHI-like electron density and L-mode confinement 

c)  Assess NBI current drive in the above discharge as a function of electron density and 
temperature and for varying NBI parameters, through the ramp-up to 1MA 

d)  In the above study, replace the 500kA discharge with a CHI started discharge (Full non-
inductive start-up and ramp-up modeling) 

e)  Extend the above study to the NSTX-U vessel geometry, initially to assess CHI current 
generation potential and then full NI scenario modeling 

f)  Refine steps d) and e) using improved electron transport model by examining several NSTX 
discharges through TRANSP simulations  

g)  Use the SWIM framework in TSC to couple to RF codes and to TRANSP for a self-consistent 
calculation of energy deposition and NBI current drive 


